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Abstract 
Let a be a general, absolutely continuous measure, possibly complex, supported on [0, ~) .  Let F~(z) denote its Cauchy 
transform. In this paper we prove, under suitable conditions, the convergence of two-point Pad6 type approximants o F~ 
and of the associated quadrature formulas ~--~n/=l Ajf(xj) to the integral f~o~ f(x)da(x). These quadrature formulas can be 
of Gaussian or of interpolatory t pe. Estimates for the rate of convergence are also included. 
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1. In t roduct ion  
In this sequence of papers, we study quadrature formulas for a measure c~ on [a, b] with 0 ~< a < 
b ~< c¢. That is, we study approximants 
n 
I , ( f )  = ~ A j f (x  j) 
j= l  
for the integrals 
// I~(f)  = f (x )  d~(x). 
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In part I [4], we assumed that ~ was a positive measure and we discussed the intimate relationship 
between these quadrature formulas and two-point Pad6 (2PA) and two-point Pad6-type (2PTA) 
approximants for the corresponding Stieltjes function F,, which is the Cauchy transform of the 
measure ~: 
F~(z) . . . .  I~ 
X- -Z  
The idea is quite simple since I n ( (x -  z) - l )  is a rational function which approximates F~(z)= 
I , ( (x -z )  -1 ). These approximants satisfy a maximal number of interpolation conditions in 0 and ~.  
The difference is that in a 2PA the freedom in numerator and denominator is fully used to satisfy 
as many interpolation conditions as possible, while in 2PTA, the denominator is fixed in advance, 
so that only the freedom in the numerator is used to interpolate as much as possible. Because of 
these interpolation conditions in 0 and;cx~, the quadrature formulas will be exact in sets of Laurent 
polynomials A_p,q z span{z-p,... ,zq} with p + q as large as possible. For 2PA, this maximal value 
is p + q = 2n-  1, which means that these are Gaussian quadrature formulas, since this is the maximal 
domain of validity that can be obtained with n-point quadrature formulas. For 2PTA, we can only 
obtain p + q = n - 1 and the quadrature formulas are of interpolatory type. The main result of 
part I was that the 2PA showed a monotonic convergence towards the Stieltjes function as n 
increased. 
In part II [3], we have studied convergence aspects. The convergence properties of the 2PA and 
2PTA to F~ more or less reflects the convergence of the corresponding quadrature formulas. 
At the same time we have introduced in part II, the fact that ~ can be a general, possibly 
complex, measure. Since for Gaussian quadrature formulas, the nodes XJ should be chosen as the 
zeros of orthogonal Laurent polynomials with respect o 7, such a construction becomes impossible 
when ~ is not positive, in any case, it can not be guaranteed that their zeros are on the positive 
real line. Therefore we have to introduce in the general case an auxiliary positive Borel measure 
a on [a, b] for which such orthogonal Laurent polynomials can be constructed. Taking the zeros of 
these Laurent polynomials allows to construct 2PTAs having such an orthogonal Laurent polynomial 
as their denominator and corresponding interpolatory quadrature formulas having the zeros of these 
orthogonal Laurent polynomials as their nodes. 
Convergence is then proved for 2PA and Gaussian quadrature formulas as well as for 2PTA and 
interpolatory quadrature formulas which holds under certain technical conditions. Also estimates for 
the rate of convergence are given. Most of these results in part II were however obtained for an 
interval [a, b] with 0 ~< a < b < cxD since the b = ~x~ causes some extra complications. The case b = cx~ 
is the main concern of this paper. 
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we give the Markov approach to the construc- 
tion of Gaussian quadrature formulas in the space of Laurent polynomials A_p,q. This approach is 
based on Hermite interpolation of the integrand and it will provide some useful expressions for the 
error of the quadrature formulas. Expressions for the error of quadrature formulas of interpolatory 
type are given in Section 3. These are used in Section 4 to derive formulas for the error of 2PA 
and 2PTA to the Cauchy transform F~. 
The actual convergence r sults are given in Section 5. Convergence results for 2PA were already 
given by L6pez-Lagomasino, so the emphasis is on the convergence of 2PTA where it is assumed 
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that ct is really supported on the whole half line [0, c~). The corresponding convergence r sults for 
the quadrature formulas and estimates for the rate of convergence are also found in this section. 
2. Markov's approach to Gaussian quadrature in A_p,q 
Let ~ be a distribution function on [a, b], 0 ~<a ~<b ~< + oo. Let p and q be given integers uch 
that p ~> 0, q >~- 1 and p ÷ q = 2n-  1 with n a natural number. Let us consider the subspace of 
Laurent polynomials A_p,q = span{x J: j =-p , . . .  ,q}. We denote by I~(f) the integral 
I~(f) = fb  f (x)  da(x). 
As we have already seen, there exist n distinct nodes xa,... ,x, in (a, b) and positive weights At,... ,A, 
so that 
n 
I~( f )= In( f ) :=  ~-~A}f(x}), V f  EA_p,q. (2.1) 
j=l 
Moreover, {xj}y= 1 are the zeros of the nth orthogonal polynomial, say Q,, with respect o x -p d~(x) 
and Aj = xffCj where Cj are the Christoffel numbers for the distribution a. This quadrature formula 
is the Gaussian quadrature formula for A_p,q. 
Let F be a real function for which the derivative F' exists everywhere on [0, c~). Noting that 
dimA_p,q=2n, we know [18] that for n given distinct nodes x# in (a,b) there exists a unique 
interpolating Laurent polynomial HFq := Hp, q E A_p,q such that 
Hp, q(Xj) =F(x j )  and Hp, q(X#)=F'(xj), j = 1,2,...,n. (2.2) 
The construction of this interpolant is as follows. Set og,(x)= l'-I~.=l(x- xj) and define 
4 
~,,(x) = Xm(P ) (X ~(X)' j = 1,...,n, 
where m(p)= p/2 if p is even and m(p)=(p-  1)/2 if p is odd; that is re (p)= [p/21 (Ix] isthe 
integer part of x). Clearly 
~j,n E A_m(p),n_l_rn(p) C A_p,q and 
(recall that p + q -- 2n - 1 ) and 
(j,n(Xk) = 6j, k, 1 <<,j,k<~n, 
where 6j, k is the Kronecker delta. 
For j -~ 1,..., n, define 
Sj, n(X) = [1 - 2o~j,,(x)(x - xj)#},,(x)]f2,(x), 
=  j,n(X)(X - -  
~j2,n E A-p,2n-2-p C A_p,q 
(2,3) 
(2.4) 
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where ~j,.(x) = 1 if p is even and ~j,.(x) - -x Jx  if p is odd. It is easily seen that both Sj-,. and Tj,. 
belong to A_p,q and one has 
Sj,.(xk) = 6j, k and Tj,.(xk) = 0, 1 <~j,k<~n. 
Assume first that p is odd, thus ~j , . (x)= xJx. Then c~j,.(x)(x- x j )=xj  -x f /x  and consequently 
Sj,.(x) = 2~,n(x)g5,.(x)+ 2~2n~5,n(Xj)X2/X . 
Thus Sj,.(xk) = 0 for 1 ~<j, k ~< n. On the other hand, 
= XJ (x  - 
X 
so that Tj,.(xk)= 0 for 1 <~j,k<~n. Taking the derivative gives 
t t J 2 Tj, n(X ) = 2fj,.(x)(j,.(x) xj - + -~#j,.(x) 
which implies Tji.(xk ) = 6j, k for l<~j,k<~n. 
The same conclusion can be achieved if p is even, i.e. when ~j , . (x)= 1. Thus we may conclude 
that 
Lemma 2.1. The unique Laurent polynomial nFq =np, q from A_p,q which satisfies the interpolation 
conditions (2.2) is given by 
n n 
Op, q(X) = Z F(xj)Sj, n(X) + ~ F'(xj )Tj,,,(x), (2.5) 
j= l  j= l  
where Sj,, and Tj,, are given in (2.3) and (2.4). 
As for the error we have 
Lemma 2.2. Let f be a real function for which f(2n) exists everywhere in [0 ,~)  and let F (x )= 
x-P f(x).  Then 
f(2")(~)o)~(x) 
F(x) - HFq(X) = (2n)!xP ' ~ = ~(x) E (0, oo). 
Proof. As in the polynomial case (p  = 0) assume x f[ {xl,... ,xn} and define 
V(t) = IF(t) - H;q(t)]t p - K(x)ogZ~(t), (2.6) 
where K(x)= xP[F (x ) -  HFq(x)]/a~(x). Then V(t) vanishes at X, Xh... ,X,. Since tPHFq(t) is a 
polynomial and f ( t )=  tPF(t), the derivative V(2~)(t) exists in (0, c~). Hence by Rolle's Theorem, 
V'(t) has n distinct zeros in (0,oo) which are different from x, xb... ,xn. Also, by the interpolation 
conditions and since ~o'n(xj)=0, one has V'(x j )=0 for j=  1,... ,n. Thus V'(t) has 2n distinct zeros in 
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(0, c~). By applying Rolle's Theorem repeatedly, one deduces that V(2~)(¢) should vanish for some 
= ¢(x) E (0, co). Since xPHFq E I12,-1, it follows from (2.6) that 
v(2n)(~) = f (2n) (¢ )  __ (2n)!K(x) = O. 
This concludes the proof. [] 
Integration with respect o d~ of this interpolation formula, provides a quadrature formula for 
I , (F) involving values of the function F and its derivatives. 
j=l j=l 
where 
_ 1 fb  f(2,)(~(x))co~(x) 
En(F) d~(x). 
(2n)! Ja xP 
Let us now see what happens if we let {xj}~= l be the zeros of the monic polynomial Pff, orthogonal 
with respect to x -p d~(x), i.e. we take the nodes such that P~(x)= ogn(x). Assuming that f(2")(x) is 
continuous in [a, b], it follows by the Mean Value Theorem, that 
_ f (2 . ) (~/ )  fb  En(F) (2n)-----T [P•(x)]2x -v dot(x). 
If we set Q~(x) = x.P~(x) such that Q~ is orthonormal with respect o x -p d=(x), i.e., ~. is the 
leading coefficient of the orthonormal polynomial, then 
f(2.)(n) E. (F ) -  ~ .  
Clearly the quadrature formula (2.7) is exact in A_p,q since indeed if FEA_p,q, then f (x )=xPF(x)  
so that fEH2,_,  and therefore f(2")(x)= O. 
Furthermore, with this choice of nodes, one has 
fab fb ~ = Tj, n(x) da(x) = ~tj, n(x)(x - x])E2~(x) da(x) 
b [X ~fp) ~O~(X) ~2 dot(x) 
= fa 
fb  , , ,~,  , P~(x) da(x) 
= cj jo tx)(;STj) x -aT 
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If p is even, ~j,n(X)= 1, m(p) = ½p. Thus the previous integral is zero because P,~ is orthogonal to 
all polynomials of degree less than n with respect o x -p d~(x). Similarly, if p is odd, ~j.,,(x) =xjx  
and m(p)= ½(p - 1 ), so that by similar arguments, we find that the integral is also zero for p odd. 
Thus all the ~ are zero and therefore the quadrature formula is of the form 
In(F) = ~ WjF(xj). 
j=l 
(2.8) 
Since it is exact in A_p,q we conclude by virtue of [4, Theorem 3.1], that this formula coincides 
with the corresponding Gaussian quadrature formula in A_p,q. Thus the weights W s- of (2.8) and 
the weights Aj of (2.1) are the same. That is, it should hold that Wj =Aj  for j = 1,.. . ,n. There is 
another, direct way to see this. Because both quadrature formulas are exact in A_p,q, we find that 
n /1 
f f  HFq (x)d~(x) = E AjHFq(xj) = Y~ AjF(xj) 
j= l  j= l  
WjHFq(xj) = ~ WjF(xj) 
j= l  j= l  
so that 
E AjF(xj) = WjjF(xj). 
j= l  j= l  
Taking F(x)= (j,,(x) and using (j,,(xk)= 6j, k, it follows that Wj =Aj for j = 1,... ,n. Thus we have 
proved the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.3. Let Q~ denote the nth orthonormal polynomial with respect to the distribution 
x -p d~(x), p>~O on [a,b] with O<<.a<b<<.cx~. Let to, >0 be the leadin9 coefficient of Q~. Let {xj}~= l 
A n and { j}j=l be the nodes and weights of the n-point Gaussian formula in A_p,q where O<<.p<.2n, 
q>~- 1, and p+q=2n-  1. Let f ( t )  be a real function for which f(2")(t) exists for a<~t<<.b where 
O<.a<b<.cx~ and let F(t) = t-P f(t). Then /b 
I~(F) := F(x) d~(x) = I,(F) + E,(F), 
where 
n 
In(F) = ~--~AjF(xj) and En(F) -- f(2n)(r/) j=l (2n)b¢~' q E (a,b). (2.9) 
For the computation of the weights A j, we can use several expressions. First, we know that 
Aj = xfCj, for j = 1,..., n where the Cj are the Christoffel numbers for x -p d~(x). Hence 
Aj-- xf fab O,2(X) d~(x) 
oYn(xj) 2 (x--xj) 2 x~'  j = 1,.. . ,n. (2.10) 
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On the other hand 
Aj = Sj, 
a 
However, the latter expression can be simplified considerably since 
Aj = (2,(x) da(x) = #j,,(x) da(x). (2.11 ) 
Indeed, for the first equality, take into account hat (j,, E A_p,q and (j,n(X~) = 6/,k and hence 
n 
j b<2n(x)d~(x)=~Ak<jZ.,n(Xk)=Aj, j=  1,...,n. 
k=l  
For the next simplification, we should show that fb[(~,(X) -- (j,,(X)] d~(x) is zero. This integral is 
If O<~p<~2n, then T(x) is a polynomial of degree at most n when p is even as well as when p is 
odd. Moreover T(xj )= T'(xj)= 0 so that S(x)=(x -x j ) -2T(x )  E// , -2- If p is even then 2re(p)= p 
and (2.12) becomes 
f b d~(x) _ 0 co,(x)S(x) 
because COn J- H,- I  with respect o x -p d~(x). If p is odd, (2.12) becomes 
fab CO,(x )xS(x )d~(; ) 
which is also zero because xS(x)C 11,_l. Now the second equality in (2.11) has been proved. 
Note also that (2.10) and the first integral of (2.11) are the same when p is even. For p odd, 
the first integral of (2.11) gives the same expression as in (2.10) but with p replaced by p - 1. 
However, using the orthogonality property of CO, with respect o x -p d~(x) one can show that both 
expressions are the same. 
Let us now assume that a sequence {p(n)} of nonnegative integers is given such that 0 ~< p(n)<~n 
and p(n - 1)~<p(n). Set q(n)=n-  1 - p(n). For each n~>0, set (see [4, 3]) 
"~n -~- A-p(n+l) ,q(n+l) .  
Thus dim ~,  = n + 1 and ~n C ~,+~. Let {Rj}~= 0 be an orthogonal basis for ~, ,  n = 0, 1,.... We 
know [3, Lemma 4.3] that R, has n distinct zeros {xj}~= 1 on (a, b). If we assume that p(n) + p(n ÷ 
1) = p(2n), then the zeros {x;}~=~ of Rn are the nodes in the Gaussian quadrature formula for 
A-(p(n)+p(n+l)),q(n)+q(n+l) z A_p(2n),q(2n ) ~ ~2n--l. 
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By Theorem 2.3, one can write 
E.(F):=I~(F)-I.(F)-- f(z.)(q) b 
(2n), fa [Q"~(x) ]2~ 
f(2n)(rl) b 
(2n)! fa 
[Q~(x)] 2 X p(n+l) 
XP(n)+p(n+l) XP(n+l ) de(x) 
_ f(2.)(r/) b [ Q~(x) ]2 
fa X p('+I )-p(") de(x). (2n)! Lxp(.+l) j 
Setting 2(n)= p(n + 1) -  p(n) and because Rj(x)=x-p(J+~)Q~(x) for j = O, 1,... ,  n is an orthogonal 
basis for ~. ,  one has 
_ f(:")(r/) ~b E,(F) (2n)----~ =. R2(x)x ~(") de(x). 
If we set R. = R.tc. such that R. is orthonormal, it follows that 
E~(F) - f(2")(q)v(n) where v(n) = R2,(x)x'~(~) de(x). ' 
If we take p(n) = In/2], then it clearly satisfies p(n) + p(n + 1) = p(2n). This choice coincides 
with the sequence of subspaces of Laurent polynomials tudied by Jones et al. [9]. Now 2(n) = 0 if 
n is even and 1 if n is odd. Therefore 
1 if n is even, 
b ~2 v(n) = f2xR,(x)de(x) if n is odd. 
(See [9, Theorem 3.1].) 
Remark 2.1. If n is odd, then integrating by parts, we find 
v(n)=x faXR2,(t)de(t) i -  fab [ fff ~2"(t)de(t)] dx
3. Error for quadrature formulas of interpolating type 
Take as before integers p and q such that p 1> 0, q/> - 1 and p + q = n -  1. For n distinct nodes 
{xj}~= 1 (x, ~ 0) we know that (note dim A_p,q =n)  there exist n weights .4=, .. . .  ,A', uniquely defined 
such that 
" f f  
/ . ( F ) :=  ~-~.F(xj)=I~(F):= F(x)da(x), VFEA_p,q. 
j= l  
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If t:IFq(X) denotes the Laurent polynomial in A_p,q interpolating F at the nodes {xj}%1, one has 
n 
/ , (F)  = ~F(x j )= I , ( IY IFq) .  
j= l  
If we define 
tl 
Lj,.(x) = x2 _~.(x___2) ~o.(x) = I I (x  - xj), 
xp (x - xj)(o'.(xj)' :=~ 
one sees that 
Lj, n E A-p,n- l -p ~- A_p,q and Lj,,,(xk) = 5j, k. 
Thus, we can write 
n 
ISIFq(x)= EL j , . (x )F (x j )  and .~=I~(Lj, .) ,  j= l , . . . ,n .  
j= l  
Let f ( t )  be a real function for which f(") exists in [a,b] (0~<a<b~<oo) and let F(t)  = t -Pf ( t ) .  
Take xf [{x l , . . . , x ,} ,  and define for all tE (a ,b )  
V(t) : [F(t) - ff[Fq(t)]tP -- K(x)OJn(t), 
where 
IF(x) - /~q(x) ] :  
K(x)  = 
o~.(x )
Then V(t) vanishes at x, xl . . . .  ,x,. Since tPIY-IFq(t) is a polynomial and f ( t )  = tPF(t), the derivative 
V(")(t) will exist for all t C (a,b). Like in the Gaussian case, it follows by repeated application of 
Rolle's Theorem that there exists a ~ = ~(x)c (a,b) such that V(")(~)= 0 and hence 
V(")(~) = f(")(~) - n!K(x) = 0 
so that 
f(")( ~)oo,(x) 
F(x)  - I~- I :q (X)  - -  n !x  p 
Hence we get 
E,(F) :=I~(F)  i , ( F )= I~(F  ~F 1 fab -- -- Hp,q) = ~ f(")(¢(x))co,(x)x -e d~(x). 
Note that this is also true when ~ is a more general distribution, e.g. complex. Now consider an 
auxiliary positive Borel measure a such that da(x)--o- '(x)dx, with a' >0 a.e. on [a,b]. Let N be 
a fixed nonnegative integer and let P,~(x) be the nth monic orthogonal polynomial with respect o 
x -N da(x). The nodes {Xj}7= 1 to be taken are the zeros of P[(x), thus 
P~(x)=oo~(x)=(X-Xl)".(x-x.), xjE[a,b], j=  1,... ,n. 
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Assume in addition that also ~ is absolutely continuous: d~(x)= ~'(x)dx and that there exists a 
positive constant K~ such that 
Sa b Ic<'(x)l 2 
o"(x~- dx = K~ < cx). (3.1) 
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, one can write 
I/~.(F)I = ~.l f(")(~(x))P~(x)x -p d~(x) 
I b ~xN/2  dx 
= ~. f (") x Pfl x ~'(x) f (~( ) ) , ,  ( ) ~-~ %/-~X~xNI2 
fa .b 1/2 1 b ~'(X)dxl'12 la [~'(xli2xX-ZPdx 
<" ~. (f@)(~(x)))2[pf(x)]2--~ {r'(x) " 
Setting N = 2p, one obtains 
I .(F)l J dxl'/2 
Now if Qj(x)= 7,Pn~(X), 7, >0 is the orthonormal version of P,~, i.e. Q,~ is orthonormal with respect 
to x-2pdtr(x), and if we assume that f(n)(x) is continuous in [a,b] so that we can use the Mean 
Value Theorem, we get 
I&(F)I ~< KI l/(")(q)l n!7, ' rlE(a'b)" (3.2) 
Thus the following theorem has been proved. 
Theorem 3.1. Let ~ be a 9eneral (possibly complex) measure such that fb d[~l <co  and supp(~)c 
[a,b] with O<~a<b<~oo. Let tr be a distribution function on [a,b] such that drr(x)={r'(x)dx with 
t r '>0 a.e. Assume that f(") is continuous in [a,b], that dg(x)= g'(x)dx and that there exists a 
positive constant Kl such that 
f b im(x)12 a'(x-----T dx = X( < co. 
Let Q~ = 7,09, denote the nth orthonormal polynomial with respect to x-2pd{r(x), (p>~O) with 
leadin9 coefficient 7, >0. Let i n (F )= ~=I  ~.F(xj) be the interpolatory quadrature formula whose 
nodes are the zeros of Q~, and which is exact k/FC A_p,n_i_ p. Let f ( t )  be a real function for 
which f(n)(t) exists for all t E (a, b) and let F(t) = t-Pf(t).  Then 
[E,(F)[ := iI~(F) - [n(F)l ~< K, If(")(##)] n!7, , qE(a,b). (3.3) 
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Remark 3.1. Recall that for Gaussian quadrature formulas for I~(F), the nodes were the zeros of the 
nth orthogonal polynomial Q,~ with respect o the measure x -p  da(x). In this section on interpolatory 
quadrature formulas, the nodes are the zeros of the nth orthogonal polynomial Q,~ with respect o 
the auxiliary measure x -2p do-(x). Note the difference in the exponents. The x -p  came naturally with 
because it was used to transform I-I2n_ l to A_p,q when p + q -- 2n - 1, while the factor x -N with 
N = 2p came naturally with a in the previous derivation where p + q - -n  - 1. Also it is seen from 
(3.1) that multiplying a' with x -p  should be compensated by multiplying a' with x -2p if we do not 
want the constant K1 to depend on p (and through p on n). The difference is somewhat unfortunate 
because if d~(x)= ~'(x)dx with ~ '>0 a.e. on [a,b], then we can take a = ~ since 
a~ dx = ~'(x) dx = da(x) = Co < + cx~. 
The relation with Gaussian quadrature formulas is that if we choose a = ~, and take the nodal poly- 
nomial to be orthogonal with respect o x -2p da(x), then the corresponding interpolatory quadrature 
formula [,(F),  which is in general exact in A_p,q, a space of dimension p + q + 1 = n, automat- 
ically coincides with the Gaussian quadrature formula, exact in A-2p,2q+l, a space of dimension 
2p + 2q + 2 = 2n. We observe that a similar situation occurs in the polynomial case (p = 0) where 
condition (3.1) is also required (see, e.g., [17]). If in the polynomial case, the nodal polynomial is 
orthogonal with respect o a, then the interpolating quadrature formula is in general exact in H,_I 
while, taking a - -~ makes it exact in //2n-1- 
4. Error bounds for two-point Pad6 and Padr-type approximants of Cauchy transforms 
Let us first consider the Cauchy transform of the distribution ~, i.e. 
F~(z)= - -h  , zCd- [a ,b ] .  
Z- -X  
F~(z) admits the asymptotic expansions 
L° (z )  = - ~ c_( j+l)z j, z ~ 0 
j=0 
O<3 
L~(z )  = ~ c j _ l z  - j ,  z ---+ cx~, 
j= l  
where its moments are defined as 
b P 
= Ja xk d~(x), kc7/. (4.1) Ck 
Take the integer p such that 0 ~< p ~< 2n and consider the Gaussian quadrature formula in A_p,2n_l_p= 
A p,q (p>>.O,q = 2n - 1 - p>~ - 1): 
tl 
/ . ( f )  = 
j=l 
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and set 
j=l z -x j "  
This F. is a rational function of  type (n - 1, n) satisfying 
L°(z) - F,(z) -- O(zP), z ~ 0 
L~(z )  - F,(z)  = O(z-(q+2~), z ---, oc. 
This says that F.(z) = [p/n]F,(Z) is the two-point Pad6 approximant (2PA) to F~(z) or equivalently 
to the pair (L °, L °°). Set 
( l ), 
R.(z) := F.(z) - F.(z) = E. 
From Section 2 we know that 
F.( z ) = fb  Hp( x, z) dcx(x), 
where Hp(x,z) is the Hermite interpolant from A_p,2n_l_ p which interpolates 1/ (z -x )  in the points 
x = xj, j - -  1,. . . ,  n. Thus one has 
b 1 b X p xPHp(x,Z) , 
Rn(Z) = Z - -~  - Op(x, z)  d~(x) = z -~x 
where xPHp(x,z)E 112._1 represents the Hermite interpolating polynomial to the function xP/ (z -  x) 
in the points x = xj, j = 1 . . . .  , n. Hence, 
f f  zpco~(x) d~(x) 
R.(z)  = (z - x)~2.(z) x~ 
This is a well known error formula for 2PA to Stieltjes functions. See, e.g., [3, 7, 15]. This yields 
the following upper bound (recall that x.~o. = Q~ is orthonormal with respect o x -p d~(x)) 
Izl p IR.(z)l < 
~:~[~on(z)] 2 minx~[a,b] I z -- x[ 
which is valid for any complex z ~ [a, b]. For z C R - [a, b], we can obtain the following bounds. 
First consider z>b (b finite). Then [~,(z)12 ~> [z - b] 2" and minx~Ea, bl Iz --xl  = Iz -- b[. Thus 
IR.(z)l~< Iz[p i f z>b (b finite). (4.2) 
~lz  - 612"+1 
Similarly, if z<a, then I,o.(z)l 2 i> Iz - al ~n and minxs[a,b] Iz - -  x [  = [z  - -  a[, so that 
IR,(z)] ~< [zip i f z<a.  (4.3) 
~lz  - ~12"+1 
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Note that (4.2) and (4.3) coincide with the formulas given by Jones et al. in [9, Theorem 3.2] when 
taking p = p(n)= n. Indeed, consider f (x )=xP/ (z -  x)E C~([a,b]), so that by formula (2.9) one 
has 
f(2n)(~/) for some qE(a,b). 
(2n)!x 2 Rn(z )  - - -  
But, since 
f (x)  - 
X p z p 
- - -  + Qp_l(X), Qv_, e / /p_~,  
X - -Z  Z - -X  
one gets f(2n)(x)= (2n)! (z -  x)-(2n+l)z p for p<~2n, so that 
z p 
Rn(z) = l¢2n(Z _ _  ?/)2n+l' 0~<p~<2n, q = q(z) C (a,b). 
Let us next assume that ~ is a complex distribution and let us consider an n-point interpolatory 
quadrature formula in in A_p,q where p and q are integers uch that p~>0, q~> - 1, p+q=n-  1. 
Set i n ( f )=  ~=~ ,~f(xj) where {xj} are the zeros of Q~(x), the nth orthonormal polynomial with 
respect o the distribution x-2p da(x). Moreover set 
in ~ X  j=l Z - -X j  
such that 
L°(z) - F . ( z )  = O(zP) ,  z ~ 0 and L~(z )  - F . ( z )  = O(z - (q+l ) ) ,  z ~ e~.  
This rational function F, of type (n -  1,n) represents a (p/n)F., that is the two-point Padr-type 
approximant (2PTA) to F,(z), or equivalently to the pair (L°,L~), see [3]. For the 2PTA error 
R , - -F~-  F,, one can proceed as in the 2PA case, but now taking IYlp(x,z), the interpolant from 
the space 2_p,,_~_p to the function 1/ (z -x )  in the points x=xj ,  j=  1,...,n which are the zeros 
of Q~ = 7,~o,, orthonormal with respect o x -zp do'(x). This results in the known formula (see, e.g., 
[3, Eq. (5.15)]) 
fb [  1 1 f b zp~o,(x) d~(x) R,(z) = - IYIp(x,z) d0~(x) =
z x o~. (z ) (z  - x )  x~ 
Under the same hypothesis as in Theorem 3.1, one now has 
K1 IzlP z E C - [a, b]. 
)'nl(Dn(Z)[ minxe[~,b] Iz - x I ' 
I&(z)l  < 
Thus 
I&(z)[ < 
I&(z)l < 
X11zlP 
~.lz -- bl "+'' 
g l  Izl ~ 
~nlZ -- aL "÷1' 
i f z>b,  (b finite) (4.4) 
i f z<a.  (4.5) 
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5. Convergence of 2PA, 2PTA and quadrature formulas 
So far, we have assumed that ~ is a finite Borel measure supported on [a, b] with 0 ~<a <b ~< oc. 
In [3], results about the convergence of 2PA and 2PTA to the Cauchy transform 
f b d~(x) f (x) . . . .  
Z- -X  
of the measure were given under the restriction b< c~. We have seen that for this case, Carleman 
type conditions were not required. When 0 <a < b < c~, we also gave estimates in that paper for 
the rates of convergence of the 2PA and 2PTA and of the corresponding quadrature formulas of 
Gaussian and interpolatory type. Note that the case [a, c~) with a >0 reduces to the case [0, b] 
with b<c~ by a change of variables t = 1Ix which maps the interval [a,c~) to [0, I/a] when a>0.  
As for the corresponding Cauchy transform, one has with z = 1/u 
F~(z) = fa ~ as (x )_  f ' /~ d~(1/t) f l /a  d~(t) 
Z -----X J0 U----i--- U1 --  U J0 U ~7 
with d~(t) = t d~(t -1 ). 
Thus, we shall in this section assume that the support of ~ is unbounded and that it contains the 
origin. We assume that all the moments (4.1) exist (note a = 0 and b = oc) and, when 7 is a finite 
positive Borel measure, that they satisfy either 
OC 0(3 
(a) S-"c -1/2" v-, --1/2n z.-, , = oc or (b) 2...,c_, = zxz. (5.1) 
n--1 n=l 
Let {k(n)} be a sequence of nonnegative integers O<.k(n)<.2n. We consider the sequence 
{[k(n)/n]F,} of 2PAs and the sequence {(k(n)/n)} of 2PTAs to the Cauchy transform F~ = 
I,((z - x) -1 ). 
In an earlier paper Gragg [8] (see also [10, 11]) proved that when k(n)= n, the corresponding 
sequence of 2PA converges to F~(z), uniformly on C - [0, c~). An alternative proof, making use of 
the theory of orthogonal Laurent polynomials was given in [7]. 
On the other hand, in several papers (see [14-16]), although in a more general context, Lrpez- 
Lagomasino proved the uniform convergence of sequences of 2PAs to F~(z) of the form 
{[k(n)/n]F~(z)} in compact sets of C - [0, cxz) by imposing either that l imn~(2n - k(n)) = cx~ 
along with (5.1.a) or limn__.~ k(n)= c~ along with (5.1.b). The papers by Lrpez-Lagomasino were 
initially inspired by Carleman's method [5]. 
In this section we shall discuss the convergence of 2PTA, the convergence of quadrature formulas 
of interpolatory and of Gaussian type and in a last subsection also give estimates for the rates of 
convergence. 
5.1. Convergence of  2PTA 
First we are concerned with the uniform convergence of sequences of 2PTAs to F~(z), ~ being 
in general a complex measure whose moments c~ exist for all integer k. As usual in Padr-type 
approximation (see, e.g., [2]), the key point is to make an appropriate choice for the denominators 
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of the approximants. In our case we should choose it in order to achieve uniform convergence, 
preferably on the whole domain of analyticity of the function F~, i.e. on /2 - [0, c~). In this respect, 
we have the following: 
Theorem 5.1. Let e be a general measure such that the moments ck = fo  xk de(x) exist for all 
integer k. Assume de(x) = e'(x) dx and consider an auxiliary finite positive Borel measure do-(x) = 
oc k o-'(x)dx satisfying (3.1) and whose moments are dk= fo x do-(x), kE 7/. Let {p(n)} be a sequence 
of  nonnegative integers with O<<.p(n)<~n a d assume that either 
¢x)  
lira n - p(n) = cxz and ~ d] -1/2j = oc (5.2) 
n ---~ o~ 
j=l 
or 
Oc 
lirn p(n) = oc and y~ d:~/2j = oc. (5.3) 
j=l 
Let Q~(x) be the nth orthogonal polynomial with respect to do-,(x)= x -2p(n) do-(x). Consider the 
2PTA (p(n)/n)F~(Z) whose denominator is Q~(z). Then {(p(n)/n)~(z)}~l converges uniformly to 
F~(z) on any compact subset of  C - [0, oe). 
Proof. Set Rn(z)= F~(z)-  (p(n)/n)F~(Z). It is easily seen (see [3, Eq. (5.15)]) that 
z p(") f0~ Q:~)  de(x) 
k° (z ) -  Q (z) 
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we can write 
Iz* n)] 2 a'(x) 
Ik,(z)12 ~<K~ iQ~(z)12 ~ x2p(,) iz _x l  2 dx. (5.4) 
On the other hand we introduce the error in the 2PA [2p(n)/n]F~ to F~(z). Thus 
R~(z) = F~(z) - [2p(n)/n]F~(Z). 
We know that (see [3, Eq. (5.13)]) that 
z 2p(") ~ (Q:(x)) 2 tr'(x) , z2p(.) ~oc (Q~(x))2_ o"(x) 
R2(z) -- (Q~(z)) ~ ~ x 2p(n) (z - x) ax - (Q~(z))2 - .  ~---~[2 tz - X)x~p(~) dx. 
Hence, one has 
f0 °~ Iz2P(")l (Q~(x)) 2 (~ - x)~r'(x) dx 
IR (z)l = IQ (z)l 2 x 2p(n  Iz - xl 2 " 
The integral on the last line will be denoted by H,(z). Take now z E C -  [0, oc), such that Imz ¢ 0. 
Write z = ~ + it/, with ~/¢ 0. So 
Izl 2p(n) [~ (Q~(x)) 2a'(x) 
Im(H~(z)) =-q l~2 L ~----~12 x2p(n~ dx. 
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Therefore, 
]zl 2p(") f~  (O~(x)) 2a'(x) dx 
[Q~(z)] 2Jo ~--XT 2 x 2p(") 
Thus, by (5.4) 
[R,(z )l 2 <~K~ IIm (H'(z ) )l 
Im (H,(z)) 
K 2 K 2  lH.(z)l :  lR:(z)l. 
Take now zC C - [0,co) such that Re(z)<0, i.e. z = ~ + it/ with ~<0. One has 
IzlZ~( "~ ~ (Q~(z)) 2~ a ' (x )  
Re(H.(z)) - iQ,(z) l  2 fo ~---~1 :t~-x)x~podx 
which implies 
iz12~(.) ~¢ 
[Re(H"(z))l- Ia.~(z)l 2f0 (Q~(z))2.x_~____~l 2 t _ ~)x~po 
[~llzl*(") ~ (Q~(z)) 2a'(x) 
> iQ~(z)[2 -~ ~S~l  2 x2.p(n ) dx, 
and consequently 
Iz[ 2p¢") . f~  (Q,~(x)) 2(r'(x) {Re(H,(z))[ 
iQ~(z)l ~_~ ~_-71 ~~ dx< I¢[ 
Again by (5.4), 
(5.5) 
I/~,(z)[ 2<<.K~]Re(H~(z))I<~]~[ [H,(z) l  = ~--~l [R,~(z)[. (5.6) 
On the other hand, by (5.2) and (5.3), one knows that R~(z) tends to zero uniformly on compact 
subsets of C - [0, co). Set 
C~={zEC:  Re(z)<0} and C2={zEC- [0 ,co) :  Im(z )=0)=C-~.  
Take a compact subset A in C -  [0,co). Then, if A C C1, the proof follows by (5.5). Similarly if 
A C C~, the proof follows by (5.6). It only remains to consider the case A C C1 U C2. Obviously, it is 
always possible to write A =A~ UA2 with Al and A2 compact subsets uch that A1 C C~ and A2 C C> 
Setting 
41= K~ <+co and 42= K2 <+co, 
minz~A, IRe (z)[ minz~A2 Jim (z)l 
and 2 = max{21,22}, it follows from (5.5) and (5.6) that 
[&(z)lZ ~21eZ(z)l, VzcA. (5.7) 
This concludes the proof. [] 
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Remark 5.1. From (5.5)-(5.7), we see that there exists a positive constant M such that 
Ikn(z)l<<.MlR .(z)l 1/2, O -- [0, 
i.e., the error for the 2PTA to the Cauchy transform of ~ is bounded by M times the square root of 
the error for the 2PA to the Cauchy transform of the positive auxiliary measure a. The constant M 
depends on the compact subset considered. The closer the subset is to [0, o~), the larger the constant 
M will be. 
Instead of condition (3.1) involving measures ~and a, we can impose a more restrictive one, but 
which is certainly easier to check. One has 
Corollary 5.2. Under the same conditions as in Theorem 5.1, but now replacing (3.1) by 
I '(x)l 
- -  Vx [0, (5 .8)  
the sequence {(p(n)/n)F,}~l of 2PTA to F~(z) with denominators Q~(z), n= 1,2,... the nth orthog- 
onal polynomial with respect to dan(x)= x-2p¢") da(x), converges uniformly to F~(z) on compact 
subsets of C-  [0, c~) when {p(n)}~ is a sequence of nonnegative integers with 0 <<. p(n)<<.n. 
Proof. It is sufficient o note that (5.8) implies that 
So So a'(x-----)- dx = [ a'(x) I a'(x) dx <<.K 2
from which the proof follows. [] 
a'(x) dx < +oo 
5.2. Convergence of quadrature formulas 
Let us now study the convergence of the sequence of interpolatory quadrature formulas 
n 
i n ( f ) :  ~-~Xj, nf(Xj, n), 
j= l  
where {xs,, } are the zeros of Q~(x), the nth orthonormal polynomial with respect o x -zp(n) da(x), 
with a an auxiliary measure as given in Theorem 5.1, so that 
[n ( f )= l~( f ) ,  V f  EA-p(n),n-i-p(n). 
We are still assuming that ~ is a general measure whose moments ck exist for all integer k and 
(3.1) holds. Let us denote by CB[0, c~) the class of continuous functions f defined on [0,co) such 
that limx_-.+~ f (x)  exists and is a finite number (real or complex). The following holds: 
Theorem 5.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 5.1, and with in(f)  as above, one has 
limooin(f) =I~( f ) ,  k/f E CB[O, oo), 
n---* c~ 
Thus, under these 
Theorem [12]. [] 
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i f  and only i f  there exists a positive constant M such that 
~-~ [~,n[ <~M for n= 1,2,.. . .  
j=0 
Proof. Let us first consider the corresponding sequence of 2PTAs (p(n)/n)F~(Z) with monic denom- 
inator Q~(x)/y,. One knows that 
(p(n)/n)F~(Z) -~ --'- 
j=l Z -- Xj, n " 
Let {zj}j~ 1 be a sequence of complex numbers in C -  [0,cx~) satisfying the condition zj Czk for 
j ¢ k and 
Im (v/~) - +exp. 
1+ Izjl Im (v~)>0 
By [1], we know that the span of the family {1, 1/ (z -z l ) , . . . ,  1 / ( z -  z j-),...} is dense in the class 
C8[0, c~) with respect o the uniform norm. Clearly 
I. = --( p( n )/n )r~ (Zk ), 
I~ = --F~(zk). 
Thus, by Theorem 5.1, it follows that 
=I~ , k=l ,2  . . . . .  
conditions, the proof is a direct consequence of the Banach-Steinhaus 
As for the Gaussian quadrature formulas, we have 
Corollary 5.4. Let ~ be a finite positive Borel measure on [0, c~) which is absolutely continuous: 
d~(x) = ~'(x)dx and such that its moments ck = fo  xkd~(x), k E 7/ satisfy either 
Or 
lirn 2n-k (n)=~ and ~c7 ' /2 j=~ (5.9) 
j=t  
~~ -1/2j lim k(n) = cxD and c-_/ = cxz 
n ----+ O~ 
j= l  
(5.10) 
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n with {k(n)} a sequence of integers with 0 <.k(n)<,2n. Let I , ( f )  = ~j=l Aj,,f(xj,,) be the n-point 
Gaussian quadrature formula in A-k(n),Zn-k(n)-l. Then 
l i rn I , ( f )  =I~( f ) ,  V fE  CB[0,ec). 
Proof. Since ~ is now a positive measure, we can choose as auxiliary measure do-(x)= d~(x). 
Thus the n-point interpolatory quadrature formula becomes a Gaussian quadrature formula (see Re- 
mark 3.1 ). Furthermore, 
Jo I°((x)[2 dx= de(x) = Co <oc 
and (3.1) is trivially satisfied. On the other hand, and as was already mentioned in the beginning 
of this section, the sequence of 2PAs [k(n)/n]v~(z) converges to F~(z) for all z EC-  [0,e~) by 
(5.9)-(5.10). Finally, since Aj,,>O for j = 1,2,.. . ,n and n = 1,2,... we have 
IAJ,, I = A j,, = de(x) = Co < oc 
j= l  j= l  
and the corollary follows. [] 
Remark 5.2. Of course Theorem 5.3 and Corollary 5.4 also hold when (3.1) is replaced by (5.8). 
5.3. Rates of convergence 
In the rest of this section we will deduce stimates for the rate of convergence of these quadrature 
formulas, both of interpolatory t pe and of Gaussian type. In this respect, it is convenient to recall 
that in a recent paper, L6pez-Lagomasino and Finkelshtein gave exact rates of convergence for any 
sequence of 2PAs {[k(n)/n]F,(Z)} to F~(z) under the assumption that 
lim k(n_~) _= 0 C [0, 1], (5.11) 
n~ 2n 
being a measure with special features. More precisely, dc~ is given by 
d~(x) = x ~ exp(-z(x))  dx, (5.12) 
I and s>0 where v C ~ and z(x) is a continuous function on (0, ec) that satisfies for 7 > 
l im(sxfz(x) = lim 1. (5.13) 
x- o+ = 
Those authors prove in [13, Theorems 2 and 3] the following fundamental results. 
Theorem 5.5. Let k(n) be a sequence of integers atisfying (5.11 ). Let c~ be as in (5.12) and (5.13) 
and define r = 1 - 1/(27)< 1, 
27 [1"(7 + 1/2)1 m~' 
D(7)--  27 -  1 [ ~v/-~-F(~ J ' 
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F is the Euler Gamma function, and 
6(z ) = (1 - 0)r im ( (sz ) 1/2) + 0rim ( (SZ )--I/2 ), 
where the branch of the root is taken such that ( -1 )1 /2= i. 
Then we have 
(A) I f  Q~(x) denotes the nth orthonormal polynomials with respect to the varyin9 measure 
d~,(x) = x-k(")d0ffx), n = 1,2,. . . ,  then, uniformly on compact subsets of C - [0, e~), one has 
lim log IQ~n(Z)Z -k(n)/2] = D(7)6(z). 
.~o~ (2n)r 
(B) I f  F~ is the Cauchy transform of ~ and [k(n)/n]F, are the 2PA for F~ with approximation 
error R.(z) = F~(z) - [k(n)/n]F,(Z), then for any compact set K C C - [0, (x~), 
lim log ]IRnlIK 
n~oo (2n)r -- 2D(?)!nf{a(z)}, (5.14) 
where ]]R, IIK = supz~K IRn(z)l • 
Example 5.1. Let us consider the example which was also considered in [10] where 
dc f fx )=exp( -x -x -1 ) ,  x E (0,co) 
_1  and D(~)=D( I )=v/2 .  and k(n)=n. Then z(x)=(x 2 + 1)/x, v=0 and s=7= 1. Furthermore 0= ½, r - -  
Take the compact set K= [-b,-a] with -cxD< -b< - 1 < -a<0.  In this case (5.14) becomes 
1/v~ =- e -4. (5.15) l i ra  liB. [-b,-a] 
If we consider Pad6 approximants at oo, i.e., k(n)= 0 for all n, then 0 = 0 and the right-hand side 
of  (5.15) has to be replaced by 
e -2v~ > e -4. 
From (5.14), one can derive the convergence of the sequence of  Gaussian quadrature formulas in 
A-k(,),2n-l-k(n) for the class of  analytic functions. Indeed, one has 
Theorem 5.6. Let In(f) be the n-point Gauss formula in A_k(n),2n_l_~(n) for a finite positive Borel 
measure ~ on [0,oc) satisfyin9 (5.12) and (5.13). Let In(f) be the n-point Gaussian formula in 
A-k(n),2n-l-k(n), and let f be an analytic function in a domain V such that [0, oc )C  V C (~. Then 
l ira In ( f )  = I~(f) := f (x)  d~(x). 
Furthermore 
lim sup I I~(f) - In( f ) l  1/(2n)~ < 2 < l, 
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where 2 = exp(-R) and 
R= 2D(7)!nf{b(z)} >0 
with r, 6(z), and D(7 ) as given in Theorem 5.5, and J a Jordan curve contained in V. 
(5.16) 
Proof. Note that V can be seen as the exterior of a compact subset in C - [0, c~). Thus, since J is 
a Jordan curve in V, we can use the Cauchy and Fubini Theorem to get 
I~(f )  - In( f )  = f j  f(z)[F~(z) - F,(z)] dz, 
where F , (z )= [k(n)/n]F.(Z) is the 2PA of F~. Thus there exists a positive constant K = K(J, f )  such 
that 
- In ( f ) l  <<.KIIRnIIJ 
with ]]Rn[Ij = sup~cj IF~(z) - Fn(z)[. Now by (5.14) the proof immediately follows. [] 
Let us next assume that ~ is a general (possibly complex) measure. We then consider 2PTA to 
F~ and corresponding interpolatory quadrature formulas. This is done in the next two theorems. 
Theorem 5.7. Consider a general (possibly complex) measure dot(x)= a'(x)dx, such that the mo- 
ments ck=fo  xkd0~(x) exist Vk E ~_. Consider also an auxiliary finite Borel measure da(x)=a'(x)dx 
of  the type (5.12) and (5.13), where a' satisfies (3.1). Let {p(n)} be a sequence of  nonnegative 
integers such that 
lim p(n) _ 0 E [0,1] and O<<,p(n)<<,n. 
n- - -+oG n 
Let Q~(x) be the nth orthonormal polynomial with respect to dan(x)---x -2p(n) da(x). Consider the 
2PTA (p(n)/n)F~(X) whose denominator is Q~(x). Then the 2PTA (p(n)/n)F,(X) converge uniformly 
to F~(z) on any compact set K C C - [0, c~) as n ~ oc. 
Furthermore, we have for the error Rn = F~ - (p(n)/n)F, 
lim sup [[Rn][lK/(2n)r~ V/~ <1 
n ----+ o~3 
with r and 2 as in Theorem 5.6. 
Proof. It is easily seen that 
zp(,) fo~ Q~(x) da(x)  n(Z) 
Jo 
Thus, from (3.1) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, it follows that there exists a positive constant 
M = M(K)  such that 
izl,<,  Ik, Cz)l< M, Vz /Ccc- 
IQ, Cz)l 
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Now take k(n)= 2p(n), then 
lim k(n)  _ l im p(n)  _ 0 E [0, 1]. 
n---*oo 2n .~oo n 
As before, consider = 1 - 1/(27) , then 
lim sup [[Rnll/~(2n)r ~ V~ 
n ---+ o~ 
with 2 < 1 as in Theorem 5.6, and the proof thus follows. [] 
(5.17) 
With the zeros of Q,~ as knots, we can construct an n-point interpolatory quadrature formula exact 
in Z-p(n),n-l-p(n), say [ , ( f )  " " : ~j : lA j f (x j ) .  For these quadrature formulas the following rate of  
convergence holds. 
Theorem 5.8. Consider the same conditions as in Theorem 5.7 and let in( f )  be the interpolatory 
quadrature formula usin9 the zeros of  Q~ as knots and which is exact in A_p(n),n_l_p(n). Let f be 
an analytic function in an open set V of  C such that [0, oo)c  V. Then we have 
l irn I . ( f )  = I~(f) := f (x )  d~(x). 
Furthermore, 
lira sup II~(f) - in( f ) l  1/nr ~< v~< 1 
n---* Oo 
with r and 2 as in Theorem 5.6. 
Proof .  Like in Theorem 5.6, it holds that 
I=(f) - in( f )  = f f(z)[F~(z) - (p(n)/n)F~(Z)] dz. 
Thus, if J is a Jordan curve contained in V, there exists a positive constant M = M(J, f )  such that 
[I~(f) - ~?n(f)[  gllF  - (p(n)/n)r, [[j. 
Now the proof follows from (5.17). [] 
Example  5.2. Let us take again da(x) = d~(x) -- exp( -x  - x -1 ), x E [0, ~) .  Thus v = 0, s -- 7 = 1, 
r : ½, and D(7)= D(1) - -  v/2. Let us consider the integrand f ( z ) :  exp{(z + a) - l} ,  a>0 which 
represents an analytic function in C except in the point z =-a ,  where it has an essential singularity. 
For the Jordan curve J ,  we take 
J~,a = {z: [z + a I = e} 
with e as small as we wish. In order to compare the estimations of  the rate of convergence both for 
classical Gaussian quadrature formulas (k(n)= 0 for all n), and Gaussian formulas in A-k(n),Zn-l-k(n) 
(say we choose k(n)= n for all n), we have to compute 
61 = zinf {Im (v~)}, (classical Gaussian, 0 : 0) 
E Z:, 
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and 
62- - in f{ Im(x /~)+Im(~)} ,  (0=½).  
zEJ,:,a 
Thus the estimates for the rates of convergence for the corresponding quadrature formulas are given 
by 
2, -- exp{-Zx/261} (0 = 0), 22 = exp{-262} (0 = ½). 
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